Essential to a whole-genome shotgun approach to DN.4 sequencing is the availability of pairs of short, unique sequence markers at a roughly estimated distance from each other. Determining the sequence of the genome can then be broken into a series of inter-marker assembly problems that determine the sequence between a pair of markers. Unfortunat.ely, marker pairs are not always correct and repeats can greatly confound the assembly. This motivates our first problem of rapidly finding a set of linked contigs, called a scaffold, between a pair of markers that confirms the marker pair and the traversability of the region between them. We then present an inter-marker assembly algorithm that determines the unique sequence segments between a marker pair. Both algorithms are evaluated with respect to a simulation that can model the clustering of repeats and for which our only information about the presence of repeats is excessive coverage and the ability to detect their boundaries. Simulation results show that at 10x coverage one can find and assemble the unique sequence between markers more than 99.9% of the time.
Introduction
The push to sequence the entire human genome is gearing up [l] . Recently the race has intensified with a proposal to use a whole-genome shotgun approach that would deliver the sequence by 2001, four years ahead of the current schedule. There is considerable disagreement within the genome community as to whether such an approach will succeed and whether it. will deliver results of the same quality as the current clone-by-clone paradigm. Arguments for [2] and against [3] whole-genome shotgun sequencing have been printed. The purpose of this paper is not to reargue the merits of whole-genome shotgun sequencing, but, simply Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies arc not made or distributed for prolit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. l'o Copy otherwise. to republish. to post on servers or to redistribute to lists. requires prior specific permission a&or a fee.
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Copyright ACM 1999 I-581 13-069-4/99/04... !!5.00 to present some preliminary work on algorithms for such sequencing and, through simulated test cases, to demonstrate its practicality. In our formulation of whole-genome shotgun, the sequence at both ends of a large collection of fragments is collected. These end-sequences are called reads and the fragments they are taken from come in two sizes: short and long. The short fragments are sized so that their reads overlap by roughly 100 bases, effectively giving the sequence of the entire fragment (around 0.7-l.OKbp).
Long fragments are 5 to 20Kbp in length. Note carefully that the approximate distance and orientation between a pair of reads from a long fragment is known. The mix of short, versus long fragments and the number collected are parameters to the experiment. Typically we assume that enough reads have been collected so that the total number of bases in the input data set is 10 times the length of the target genome, requiring roughly 70 million reads in the case of the human genome of 3.5 billion bases. We refer to the data set. of shotgun collected reads as the database.
Even at 10x coverage, statistically there will be regions of the genome, called gaps, that are not covered by any read in the whole-genome database. Thus the goal of whole-genome assembly is to determine the contigs of overlapping reads between the gaps and to order these contigs into scafiolds using pairs of reads from fragments whose ends are on opposing sides of a gap. In algorithmic terms we will think of linking a series of contigs together in sequence and so will often refer to a walk across a scaffold. Our goal then, is to find a walk which spans the genome and in which the contigs are as large as possible.
Key to the feasibility of whole-genome shotgun sequencing is the availability of pairs of unique marker sequences known to be 50Kbp to 300Kbp apart in the genome. For example, such long range correlated pairs could come from current maps of sequence tagged sites (STSs), or from a collection of BAC-end sequence pairs. Such marker pairs are available for the human genome now [4, 51. Thus reconstructing the target genome breaks down to the problem of reconstructing the stretches of the genome between marker pairs. This will be referred to as the inter-marker assembly problem. In previous work [6], we showed that repeat-free scaffolds between markers existed with very high probability. We expand on that work here by giving algorithms for finding these walks. Our first algorithm attempts to form a walk connecting the markers as quickly as possible to verify their adjacency. Our second algorithm finds a walk that reconstructs as much of the genome between the markers as possible.
The main obstacle to whole-genome assembly is the pies;-ence of repeats, that erroneously make reads coming from different parts of the genome appear to overlap. Repeats are sequences that, up to some variation, are repeated along the genome. Some, such as Alu's, are relatively short. (approximately 300bp) and occur frequently. Others, such as genes. may be long (up to lOKbp), with only 2-5 occurrences.
From the small percentage of the human genome currently sequenced, it is clear that one needs to be prepared to handle repeats of varying fidelity, length, and copy mmber. Another obstacle to assembly is that a pair of long end reads may not actually be a pair due to chimerism in the fragment or tracking problems in the sequencing pipeline. Thus one needs to be able to detect and avoid using such erroneous information, typically at a rate of 10% false positive for conventional sequencers due primarily to lane tracking errors, and less than 1% for the newer capillary gel machines that do not have this problem.
DNA Simulator
To test the effectiveness of our algorithms we built a simulator that allows us to try out many variations of our algorithm within a manageable time. The simulator must model the database of reads from a whole human genome in such a way that the overlaps between the reads can be determined quickly.
Memory conservation was also an issue in the design of the simulator.
These concerns had to be balanced against the need to accurately simulate the characterist,ics of the genome.
What is Simulated
The simulator uses a number of variables to define the nature of the modeled genome.
One can set the size of the genome, GENOMELEN, in basepairs, and the number of types of repeats, NUHXLASSES, contained in the genome. In words, the subrrad and read overlap if (1) they were sanpled from overlapping segments of the genome of sufficient. length. or (2) t,hey share a repeat-induced overlapping segment. involving less than A bases of the flanking sequence to each side of t.he repeats. Our definition of overlap is thus very conservative in that in almost all instances it will report more overlaps than would actually be found by a real comparator.
There are many cases where because of ubiquitous repeats, the number of reads overlapping a subread is so large as t.o be uninformative.
We thus assume that in cases where there are more than MAX-OVERLAPS with a subread, then only an indication that t.here are more than this many overlaps is returned by the query. Next note that as illustrated in Figure 1 , it often happens that a significant portion of the subread and read can match due to a repeat but then fail to continue to match as one moves into the unique regions flanking the two repeat copies inducing the matching segment. We have found, in trials on real sequences, that it is easy to detect such "chimeric" alignments and to pinpoint within a few bases where the repeat. boundary occurs. Doing so is a simple exercise in sequence comparison, and with it one can detect repeat boundaries robustly, regardless of low copy number, high fidelity, or repeat length.
We assume that if a subread has such a detect,able boundary (at least A basepairs from either of its ends), then the database query engine will detect and report it.
The construction of the simulator database query primitive is an interesting exercise in sorting, searching, and basic data structures that permits queries to be processed in time proportional to the number of overlaps reported. The simulation represents a conservative estimation of what should really happen provided our repeat model of the genome is sufficiently realistic.
Our forthcoming results show that simply being able to detect the boundaries of repeats suffices to assemble the unique portions of the genome with highconfidence.
Quick Scan
The object of the quick scan algorithm is to quickly co&m the adjacency of two markers by finding a repeat-free walk connecting them. Since querying the database will be by far the most time intensive operation, we measure the speed of the algorithm by the number of database queries it generates. Putting a limit on the number of database queries allowed, we determine how frequently our algorithm succeeds in finding a connecting walk between adjacent markers. The quick scan algorithm searches for a connecting scaffold by exploring walks from each of the two markers in an attempt to meet somewhere in the middle. At a given moment in the search, there is a pair of walks starting at each marker consist,ing of a series of typically small contigs calIed footprints that are linked together by mated pairs of long reads as shown in Figure 2 . The two basic steps in a search are (1) jumping to a new contig from an extremal footprint via a mated pair of long reads one of which is in the footprint, and (2) expanding an existing footprint by finding more overlapping reads at either its left or right end. First we det,ail t.he t.wo basic operat.ions and then discuss strategies for conducting the search for a scaffold between the two markers.
3.1
The Jump
Step we keep a list of all the reads paired with a read in the footprint that are in the direction of the walk. Such a read is said to be confirmed if there is another read in the list, that overlaps it in a region of the read that hasn't been revealed to be repetitive.
Confirmed reads constitute singleread footprints that are linked to the current one. The set of confirmed reads thus form the set of potential jumps from the given footprint.
When at,t.empting to jump to such a new read, say r, the jump step immediately queries the database to collect the set of reads, say S, overlapping it. The reads in S u {r} will constitute the new footprint if the jump is deemed viable.
We say that the set of reads S is repetitive for r if the comparison of two reads in the set reveal a repeat edge boundary that places r inside the repeat. In such a case, the footprint must be in a repeat of some relatively low copy number and is marked as being REPETITIVE. With these preliminaries we can now detail the Jump step from footprint f as follows:
Find the read r from f's list of confirmed reads which lies furthest from f and is not part of another footprint. If no such read exists, return FAILED.
Query the database using the subread of r not known to contain a repeat.
Let S be the set of overlapping reads returned by the query.
If a repeat boundary is detected on the subread or too many overlaps are detected or S is repetitive for r then -Update the repetitive segment information for r, which is alI of r except when a boundary is detected.
-Update the status (confirmed or not confirmed) of f's possible jump reads.
-Retry the Jump step.
The new footprint g = S U {r} is recorded as having f as its parent (this is used for backtracking).
Find and record all links from g to existing footprints.
If g has reads overlapping
an existing footprint then merge the two footprints into a single one.
As outlined a jump step has one of the following outcomes: (1) no jump is possible, (2) a new footprint is returned and either (a) found to merge with another, or (b) remains disjoint and is extremal for the current walk.
The Expand
Step
The other basic act.ion on foot.prints is an expansion in a given direction.
The step queries the database with the read in the footprint which is furthest in the given direction. The footprint is then updated by adding the returned reads. The algorithm is details as follows: Query the database with the read r in f that is furthest in the desired direction and assume S is returned.
If a repeat boundary is detected or S is repetitive for r or too many overlaps detected then -If a repeat boundary was discovered and it indicates f does not lie in a repeat then * Requery using the portion of the read not contained in the repeat.
-Else * Mark footprint as REPETITIVE and return FAILED.
If S is empty then return FAILED.
Add the reads in S to the footprint, updating f's links and confirmed-read jump lists as necessary.
If f has reads overlapping an existing footprint then merge the two footprints into a single one.
The complication for the expand step is the case in which the extremal read penetrates into or out of a repeat boundary.
If it runs into a repeat boundary then one must be careful to expand only with fragments that overlap the subread not in the repeat. Note it is worth doing so as some new fragment may be added which in turn may have mated reads making new jumps possible. The other case is the discovery that the footprint is interior to a repeat and is thus unsuitable for the scaffold. In this case it is marked REPETITIVE and will not be explored further.
The Quick Scan Search
As outlined earlier a quick scan search for a connecting scaffold begins with an expand step on each of the two markers. Thereafter one pursues a series of jump and expand steps in the appropriate directions until either the two walks meet and give a scaffold of approximately the right length, or until a settable threshold of database queries is exceeded. Clearl) one should walk from both directions simultaneously since meeting in the middle entails a search with roughly half the fan-out of one that walks from one marker all the way to the other. The algorithm begins by building a scaffold in each direction whose length is equal to the approximate Right Marker distance between the markers. Each scaffold is built in a series of moves prioritized as follows. Precedence is always given to a jump step from the current footprint, making the new footprint the current one after the jump. If this is not possible, then take one expansion step on the current footprint. As a last alternative, one backtracks to the parent of the current scaffold and tries walking from there. Moves alternate between the left marker and right marker scaffolds to effectively interleave the computations. If the two walks meet, detected during a footprint merge step, then the scan has successfully completed.
Otherwise the walks should have met but the footprints, which are generally very small as priority has been given to jumping and not expanding, have yet to overlap. At this juncture one can expand and/or continue to jump from the scaffold footprints until the two walks meet, if at all. There are several variations on how to prioritize the moves in this second phase of the scan and we tried several different schemes to see which is fastest Each scheme is iterated until the walks meet, exhaustion occurs, or the query threshold is exceeded.
1. For each footprint, do an expansion if possible, otherwise take a step.
2. For each footprint, take a step if possible, otherwise do an expansion.
3. Alternate between 1. and 2.
4. For each footprint, expand until a step is possible and then take the step (if possible).
5. For each footprint, expand as much as possible and then take all steps.
In the first three protocols above. only one action is taken on each footprint per iteration. In the last approach all actions that can be taken for a footprint are, so each footprint is only acted on once. Expansion on a footprint is always done first in the direction of the walk if possible. If expansion is no longer possible in that direction. it. is then done in the other direction.
The results of the t,ebts a~ give in Table 1 of Section 5. They show a clear win for approach 5, and the reason is simply that in almost all cases the footprints of each walk have landed in all the unique stretches between the markers, so expanding anyone of them will meet a footprint from the other walk that is also in that unique region. We also ran teds to see if bheir was a best order in which t,o examine t.he footprints for this particular strategy. As expected these did not result in large differences, but there was a slight advantage to examining the footprints in the middle of the walks first and then working our way to the outside. Once must observe carefully t,hat the quick scan algorithm is attempting t.o find a repeat-free scaffold. Note that, the jump step avoids ubiquitous repeats easily as the query to the jump fragment will always report, t,oo many overlaps for such a region.
But. low copy repeats (2-3 copies) can easily be stepped into without set,ting off an obvious alarm.
Note that the expand step is careful to notice if a repeat boundary detection signals that a footprint was in a repeat and marks it as REPETITIVE so that, it will no longer be considered.
In order to avoid footprints in low-copy repeats, we further classify footprints as UNIQUE, SUSPICIOUS, or UNKNOWN, according to whether they are (a) known to be unique because we walked into a repeat at one end, (b) suspected of being repetitive because the coverage depth for the footprint is greater than the expected coverage by a certain factor (we experimentally determined that 1.5 x COVERAGE works well), or (c) if nothing has yet been detected about the footprint, respectively. The quick scan algorithm always gives precedence to UNIQUE and UNKNOWN footprints in whatever move sequence it is making.
As a final note, one should observe that the quick scan algorithm is guaranteed to fail whenever there is a repeat whose length approaches or exceeds LONGLEN between the markers.
While we could have developed backtracking search strategies to rectify this, we did not do so, as the idea of the quick scan step is to quicklyprescreen for valid marker pairs. It is thus the case that quick scan screens for marker pairs without unusually large repeats between them. After these "easy stretches"
have been assembled and their associated reads removed from the database, greatly reducing its size, then and only then do we utilize the inter-marker assembly algorithm below to assemble regions of higher repeat complexity.
Inter-Marker Assembly
The object of the inter-marker assembly algorithm is to fill in as much of the genome as possible between two adjacent markers.
The desired output of this algorithm is therefore a set of ordered, maximal contigs (or footprints).
The different goals for the inter-marker assembly algorithm and the quick scan algorithm dictate a differing order of actions. While the quick scan preferred jumping rather than expanding in order to quickly find a walk between the markers, the inter-marker algorithm prefers expanding over jumping in order to fill in the sequence as completely and safely as possible. Moreover, the inter-marker algorithm must be robust enough to backtrack through low copy number (lcn) repeats, and this dictates augmentations to the data structure for footprints that lie within such repeats.
Footprints that lie within lcn repeats are marked REPETITIVE in the algorithm below. In addition to all the reads that lie within the repeat, such an lcn-induced footprint will have a set of left and right branches that are nonrepetitive footprints that could flank some copy of the repeat on the left or the right. The size of these branch sets will usually coincide with the number of occurrences of the repeat, but occasionally is smaller when an unfortunate coverage gap or pairs of tandem repeats occur. Left and right branches believed to be flanks of a given copy of the repeat are said to be correlatedand such correlations are recorded with the lcn-repeat.. Thus REPETITIVE footprints act as a bridge between footprints which lie immediately to their left and right.
Since a REPETITIVE footprint will occur several times along the genome, it's position relative to the markers is not kept.
The relative positions of the reads contained within the footprint are known, however, as is the length of the repeat.
REPETITIVE footprints are discovered through expansion. If the expansion discovers the interior edge of a repeat, then the footprint being expanded was creat.ed by virture of jump ing into the middle of a lcn repeat,. In this case the footprint is marked as REPETITIVE and its data structure is set up accordingly.
To make this situation possible, the inter-marker algorithm's version of the primitive jump rejects a jump only if too many repeats are found (indicating one is in the middle of an ubiquitous repeat). On the otherhand, if an expansion reveals the outer edge of a repeat, then the footprint is a branch of a REPETITIVE footprint.
In Where Popx~nd-Walk is a procedure defined as follows.
Pop-and-Walk Queue () l While Queue not empty do -Pop a footprint f from the Queue.
-While there is a jump from f to a point whose estimated relative location is not less than 0 or greater than DIST do * Take the step and expand the new footprint, g, to the left and right while possible. * If at any time L and R are connected, DIST is set to be the estimated distance between the markers based on the connecting walk. * If g is not REPETITIVE then . Add g to the Queue.
At the conclusion of the basic algorithm above, one has a linked set of footprints where every footprint ends with a gap or a repeat edge. This will be a connected set except in the case where a walk joining lmark and r-mark is not found. In tests this case occured up to .2% of the time depending on the repeat structure used. The links form only partial order on the footprints, however for each footprint the approximate distance from the lmork is known, and t.his can be used to order the footprints. In general this ordering will be correct, though due to the variation in the length of long fragments it is possible for the position of two adjacent footprints to be transposed if their size is suffeciently small. Such a situtation occurred in .15% of the test cases. In these tests two adjacent footprints, each less than lk bps in length, had their positions flipped.
Because of its more exhaustive search of the potential scaffolds between two markers the inter marker algorithm succeeds more often than the quick scan algorithm. In the cases where it succeeds we will report in the empirical results section, the percent of the unique regions of the genome between that markers that is covered by a footprint as %-cowered. In addition, if a pair of linked footprints surround an ubiquitous repeat and the implied distance between them is approximately that of the repeat, then one can considered the repeat segment as characterized and we will report the %-characterized in the empirical results. Finally, every read that is in a repetitive footprint or ubiquitous repeat gap, that has a mate that is in a unique footprint of the scaffold is said to be anchored. Given sequence for the reads one can identify exactly which bases of the repeat an anchored read covers. We consider as unamiguously assembled that part of the genome that is covered by either anchored reads or unique footprints.
Note that the characterization statistic will always be greater than or equal to the uniquely assembled statistic.
Empirical Results
All empirical results where obtained using the simulat. These values are used in the tests unless stated otherwise. The repeat classes here model small interspersed nucleic elements (SINES) and long interspersed nucleic elements (LINES). In the default settings there is no clustering of repeats. The default value for the length of short fragments is given by the following formula: Tables 2 through 4 explore how changing the values of various mode1 variables effects the success of the algorithm. All these tables have the same form. The leftmost column is the values of the model variable being examined. The next nine columns give the success rate of the algorithm based on various values for the maximum number of database queries allowed. These values range from 150 to 500 queries. The value given is the percentage of times the algorithm finds a connecting walk between adjacent markers within the allowed number of database queries. The last column is average number of database queries used by the algorithm. This value will actually vary according to the maximum number of database queries allowed, but the variance is usually quite slight. This is because in most cases the algorithm fmds a connecting walk before the maximum is reached, so raising the maximum has little effect on the average number of queries. The average listed is calculated using a maximum of 250 database queries.
The first table 2 examines the effects of different coverages. As would be expected, decreasing coverage decreases the success rate of the algorithm, with the largest drop off at coverages of 4 and 5. It is encouraging to note that a success rate of 99.9% is possible with a coverage of 10. The average number of database queries increases as the coverage decreases. This is also expected since the algorithm is more likely to run into dead ends (footprints with no possible steps) with a lower coverage. The one exception to this is that the average database queries decreases as coverage goes from 4 to 3. This is because walks nm out of total options to explore quickly at such a low coverage. Table : 3 examines t.he effects of differing marker spacing distances. As would be expected, increasing the marker spacing increases the number of database queries. Table 4 examines the effects of the ratio of long to short fragments. More long fragments means more possible steps. More short. fragments means longer reads, and thus wider footprints. The base case is 1:l (equal proportion of longs and sh0rt.s). Increasing the proportion of shorts slightly decreaSes the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Increasing the proportions of long fragment.s (above 1:l) seems to have no real effect on the algorithm when the maximum dat.abase queries is not low. Table 5 examines the effect of repeat clustering on t,he quick scan algorithm.
One should observe first that even in the case that CLUSTERPROBCi] = .O, clustering of the repeats does occur simply by the stochastic nature of placement under uniform probability.
In the table we consider increasing the degree of clustering for the default dat,a set by setting the density, CLUSTERDENSITYCiJ, to 1.5 or 2.0, and varying the cluster probability, CLUSTERPROBCil from .l to .5 in increments of .l. The parameters are set similarly for both repeat types and when CLUSTERPROB = .5, repeats occur in clusters of average size 2. Observing the table reveals that clustering does not substantially affect the results. Table 6 examines the effects of longer repeats. Each row gives the success rate for the algorithm when a repeat occurrance of the given length appears between the target markers. This repeat occurrance is in addition to the 5% LINES and 20% SINES set up by the default parameters. Lengths of less than 5k had practically no effect on the success rate and thus are not shown. Since the average length of long fragments is lOk, repeats of length 10k or higher cannot be jumped over.
For the inter-marker algorithm, that has the capability of resolving low copy number (lcn) repeats, we augmented the default model to involve a somewhat more complex repeat model parameterized by three variables X, M, and N. In addition to the ubiquitous SINE and LINE repeats, X % of the genome is further constructed to consist of lcn repeats, each occuring in copy number uniformly chosen to be between 2 and 5. The length of each class of lcn repeat is uniformly chosen to be between N and A4 Kbp long. The tables in Table 7 consider each choice of X in {2.5%,5.0%,7.5%, 10.0%) and each choice of [N, M] in { [I, 51, [5,9] , [lo, 201, [20,40] }, with the exception of the quick scan algorithm that always fails when N > 10. For each setting we give a separate table of the following statistics listed in left-right, top-down order: (a) the scaffold success rate of the quick scan algorithm when a maximum of 500 search queries are permitted, (b) the scaffold success rate of the inter-marker algorithm, (c) the percentage of the unique sequence between the markers covered by the inter-marker result, (d) the percentage of the sequence between the markers characterized by the inter-marker result,, and (e) the percentage of the sequence between the markers uniquely assembly by the inter-marker result. For (c), (d), and (e), the stat,istics are only over those cases where the inter-marker algorithm found a scaffold.
The quick scan results are given to illustrate the relative strengt,h imbued by the very simple backtracking capabili t,> given to the inter-marker algorithm. As would be expected the success rate drops slightly when the size of the repeats gets longer than what can be spanned by the long fragments. However the statistics which measure the amount. of the genome covered remain high.
Final Comments
The quick scan and inter-marker assembly algorithms were described and tested as independent routines working on a piece of the genome stretching between two markers. They are envisioned, however, to eventually work together on the global problem of sequencing the entire genome. The quick scan algorithm is first run using two markers believed to be adjacent. If successful, the inter-marker assembly algorithm is run. The inter-marker assembly algorithm can utilize information obtained by the quick scan by slightly altering the ezpandand take step algorithms. When these algorithms encounter a read that is part of a footprint built by quick scan, the information from that footprint is used to join a group of reads.
After running the inter-marker assembly algorithm, all reads which lie in footprints (except REPETITIVE footprints) positioned between the markers may be excluded from further database queries. Therefore the overall problem simplifies as inter-marker stretches of the genome are sequenced. REPETITIVE footprints occur in several places throughout the genome and thus must not be removed.
The simulated results are very promising. Moreover, there will shortly be on the order of 600,000 BAC endsequences available. Each such pair gives a pair of markers roughly 15OKbp apart on which to run the two algorithms above. Note carefully that there is, on average, one BACend every 5Kbp in the human genome with number of BACs. Any given IO-20Kbp stretch of the genome wiII be between on the order of 30 BAC end-sequence pairs. Thus if a pair of high-fidelity repeats in a given intermarker problem, there is with good probability another BAC-end pair that separates the two copies. This additional fact coupled with the 99.8% success rate on any given marker pair suggests that the method might be worthy of application to real data. Table 7 : Quick Scan and Inter-Marker Statistics for a model genome with a more complex repeat structure
